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Emergent quantum technologies have led to increasing interest
in decoherence—the processes that limit the appearance of
quantum effects and turn them into classical phenomena. One
important cause of decoherence is the interaction of a quantum
system with its environment, which ‘entangles’ the two and
distributes the quantum coherence over so many degrees of
freedom as to render it unobservable. Decoherence theory1–4

has been complemented by experiments using matter waves
coupled to external photons5–7 or molecules8, and by investi-
gations using coherent photon states9, trapped ions10 and
electron interferometers11,12. Large molecules are particularly
suitable for the investigation of the quantum–classical transition
because they can store much energy in numerous internal
degrees of freedom; the internal energy can be converted into
thermal radiation and thus induce decoherence. Here we report
matter wave interferometer experiments in which C70 molecules
lose their quantum behaviour by thermal emission of radiation.
We find good quantitative agreement between our experimental
observations and microscopic decoherence theory. Decoherence
by emission of thermal radiation is a general mechanism that
should be relevant to all macroscopic bodies.

In this Letter we investigate the decoherence of molecular matter
waves. We change the internal temperature of the molecules in a
controlled way before they enter a near-field interferometer, and
observe the corresponding reduction of the interference contrast.
The idea behind this effort is to demonstrate a most fundamental
decoherence mechanism that we encounter in the macroscopic
world: all large objects, but also molecules of sufficient complexity,
are able to store energy and to interact with their environment via
thermal emission of photons. It is generally believed that warm
macroscopic bodies emit far too many photons to allow the
observation of de Broglie interferences, whereas individual atoms

or molecules can be sufficiently well isolated to exhibit their
quantum nature. However, there must be a transition region
between these two limiting cases. Interestingly, as we show in this
study, C70 fullerene molecules have just the right amount of
complexity to exhibit perfect quantum interference in our experi-
ments13 at temperatures below 1,000K, and to gradually lose all
their quantum behaviour when the internal temperature is
increased up to 3,000 K. We can thus trace the quantum-to-classical
transition in a controlled and quantitative way. The complexity of
large molecules adds a novel quality with respect to previously
performed experiments with atoms5–7: the energy in molecules may
be equilibrated in many internal degrees of freedom during the free
flight, and a fraction of the vibrational energy will eventually be
reconverted into emitted photons. Therefore the internal dynamics
of the molecule is also relevant for the quantum behaviour of the
centre-of-mass state. In contrast to resonance fluorescence, which
was investigated with atoms5–7, thermal decoherence is omnipresent
in macroscopic systems and it cannot be switched off.
The basic set-up of our experiment14 is sketched in Fig. 1: a beam

of C70 molecules is generated by sublimation at about 900 K. The
molecules pass a heating stage where they cross a focused argon ion
laser beam up to 16 times. The fullerenes interact with the laser
approximately every 0.3mm. The laser heating increases the mol-
ecular temperature by 140K per absorbed photon.We calculate that
they reach up to 5,000 K for very short times, but the re-emission of
thermal photons is so efficient that even the hottest molecules are
cooled to below,3,000Kwhen they enter the interferometer 7.2 cm
behind the heating stage.
The interferometer consists of three identical free-standing gold

gratings with a period of d ¼ 991 nm. They are separated by the
equal distance of L ¼ 38 cm, which is the Talbot length LT ¼ d2/ldB

for a typical de Broglie wavelength of ldB ¼ 2.6 pm. The first
grating acts as a periodic array of narrow slit sources, the second
one as the diffracting element, and the third grating is used as a
scanning detection mask, which modulates the molecular density
pattern produced by the Talbot–Lau interference effect15,16. The
transmitted molecules are ionized by a blue laser beam (wavelength
488 nm, 6.6 mmwaist), and their intensity I is recorded as a function
of the lateral displacement of the third grating. The fringe visibility
V ¼ (Imax 2 Imin)/(Imax þ Imin) characterizes the interferogram
and thereby the coherence of the molecular evolution.
The essence of the experiment is to measure the variation of the

interference fringe visibility with heating laser power (Fig. 2). Two
observations can be made: first, the interference contrast decreases

Figure 1 Set-up for the observation of thermal decoherence in a Talbot–Lau molecule
interferometer. A fullerene beam passes from left to right, interacting with a heating stage,

a three-grating (G1–G3) matter-wave interferometer and an ionizing detection laser beam

in D2 (wavelength 488 nm, 1/e
2 intensity radius 6.6mm, 15W). The gold gratings have a

period of 991 nm and slit widths of nominally 475 ^ 20 nm. Decoherence of the fullerene

matter waves can be induced by heating the molecules with multiple laser beams

(514.5 nm, 40 mm waist radius, 0–10W) before they enter the interferometer. The

resulting molecular temperature can be assessed by detecting the heating-dependent

fraction of fullerene ions using the electron multiplier D1 over the heating stage.
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monotonically with increasing power, and vanishes at 10W. This is
the signature of decoherence due to the enhanced probability for the
emission of thermal photons that carry ‘which-path’ information.
Second, we notice that the count rate also varies considerably. This is
explained by the dependence of the ionization efficiency in the
detector D2 on the internal energy of the fullerenes. It proves that
much internal energy remains in the molecules during their flight
through the apparatus.
In order to confirm quantitatively the interpretations of both

observations, we model the evolution of the distribution of the
internal energies on their way through the apparatus. The tempera-
ture dependence of the spectral photon emission rate (equation (1)
below) then yields the loss of fringe visibility as predicted by
decoherence theory (equation (2) below).
The first photon absorption populates the electronic triplet state

T1 via the excited singlet S1. Given the known C70 triplet lifetimes
and non-radiative transition rates (see ref. 17 and references
therein), we can assume that all further excitation occurs in the
triplet system and that the absorbed excess energy is rapidly
transferred to the vibrational levels. It is known that fullerenes
may store more than 100 eV for a very short time17, and it was
observed that at high temperatures three different cooling mecha-
nisms start to compete—the thermal emission of photons, electrons
or C2 dimers18–22. These processes are themolecular analogues of the
bulk phenomena known as blackbody radiation, thermionic emis-
sion and evaporative cooling. Following the most recent experi-
mental data22, we may safely assume that fragmentation is the least
efficient mechanism. In contrast, thermally activated ionization is
an important mechanism, which we use both in our fullerene
detector23 and for molecule thermometry, as discussed below.
Nevertheless, we can safely neglect both delayed ionization and
fragmentation for the discussion of the fringe contrast, because
the recoil upon fragmentation and ionization is generally so large
that the affected molecules will miss the narrow detector. We have
also experimentally confirmed that neither Cþ

70 ions nor C68 nor
smaller fragments from the heating region are recorded by the
detector D2.
However, Cþ

70 ions—and potentially ionized fragments—can be
detected immediately above the heating stage by the electron
multiplier D1 (Fig. 1). To get an estimate of the molecular tem-
perature distribution, we record the number of ions as a function of

the heating power and of the fullerene velocity. By comparing the
data with a model calculation, we can extract the parameters that
govern the molecular heating of C70. Our model describes the
spatial and velocity-dependent distribution of the internal molecu-
lar energy by accounting for the stochastic absorption process, the
laser beam characteristics, and the rapid radiative cooling between
the beams as determined by equation (1) below. It reproduces the
detected number of ions in the heating stage for different laser
powers, different numbers of heating beams and all velocities with
the fit parameters for the triplet absorption cross-section,
j(T1) ¼ 2 £ 10217 cm2, and the effective Arrhenius constant for
ionization, A ion ¼ 5 £ 109 s21. The same calculation also describes
the heating-dependent increase in count rate at the detector D2

and thus yields independent information on the temperature
distribution in the molecular beam.

The mean temperature in the beam drops rapidly behind the
heating stage through the emission of thermal photons. The emis-
sion of a continuous photon spectrumhas already been observed for
fullerenes in other experiments18,24. The equation for the thermal
radiation density differs from the macroscopic Planck law for
several reasons. First, the thermal wavelengths are much larger
than the size of the fullerene, turning it into a coloured emitter.
The mean emission probability is proportional to the usual mode
density factor q 2/p2c 2 and the known frequency-dependent
absorption cross-section25 j abs(q), assuming that it does not
strongly depend on the internal temperature. Second, the particle
is not in thermal equilibriumwith the radiation field. It emits into a
cold environment and stimulated emission does not occur. For this
reason, the statistical factor 1=½expð!hq=kBTÞ2 1Þ& of the Planck
formula now would read expð2!hq=kBTÞ: Third, the 204 vibrational
modes of C70 do not constitute an infinite heat bath but have a finite
heat capacity CV. Therefore the emission does not take place at a
fixed temperature, although the internal energy is nonetheless
conveniently characterized by the micro-canonical temperature
Tm. This leads to a further correction in the spectral photon
emission rate26, which is now fully described by
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Figure 2 Molecule interferograms for C70 at 190m s21 for increasing laser heating

powers, P. The fringe visibility V decreases with increasing heating power P owing to the

rising emission probability of visible photons: P ¼ 0W (V ¼ 47%), P ¼ 3W (V ¼ 29%),

P ¼ 6W (V ¼ 7%), P ¼ 10.5W (V ¼ 0%). In contrast to that, the absolute count rate

grows initially with increasing P. This is due to the fact that the thermal ionization

probability in detector D2 increases with the temperature of the arriving molecules. At

even higher heating intensities the count rate falls again because of ionization and

fragmentation in the heating stage.

Figure 3 Spectral photon emission rate R l of C70 molecules, as used for the calculation

of thermal decoherence. We use the published25 absorption cross-section for (S0 ! S1)

and a heat capacity of C V ¼ 202 k B. The fall-off to short wavelengths is determined by

the limited internal energy of the molecules, while the decrease at long wavelengths is due

to the lack of accessible radiative transitions at energies below,1.5 eV. The figure shows

that in the absence of cooling a single molecule at 2,500 K travelling at 190m s21 (that is,

with a transit time of 4 ms through the interferometer) would emit an integrated number of

three visible photons. This is sufficient to determine the path of the molecule if the

emission occurs close to the second grating.
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Emergent quantum technologies have led to increasing interest
in decoherence—the processes that limit the appearance of
quantum effects and turn them into classical phenomena. One
important cause of decoherence is the interaction of a quantum
system with its environment, which ‘entangles’ the two and
distributes the quantum coherence over so many degrees of
freedom as to render it unobservable. Decoherence theory1–4

has been complemented by experiments using matter waves
coupled to external photons5–7 or molecules8, and by investi-
gations using coherent photon states9, trapped ions10 and
electron interferometers11,12. Large molecules are particularly
suitable for the investigation of the quantum–classical transition
because they can store much energy in numerous internal
degrees of freedom; the internal energy can be converted into
thermal radiation and thus induce decoherence. Here we report
matter wave interferometer experiments in which C70 molecules
lose their quantum behaviour by thermal emission of radiation.
We find good quantitative agreement between our experimental
observations and microscopic decoherence theory. Decoherence
by emission of thermal radiation is a general mechanism that
should be relevant to all macroscopic bodies.

In this Letter we investigate the decoherence of molecular matter
waves. We change the internal temperature of the molecules in a
controlled way before they enter a near-field interferometer, and
observe the corresponding reduction of the interference contrast.
The idea behind this effort is to demonstrate a most fundamental
decoherence mechanism that we encounter in the macroscopic
world: all large objects, but also molecules of sufficient complexity,
are able to store energy and to interact with their environment via
thermal emission of photons. It is generally believed that warm
macroscopic bodies emit far too many photons to allow the
observation of de Broglie interferences, whereas individual atoms

or molecules can be sufficiently well isolated to exhibit their
quantum nature. However, there must be a transition region
between these two limiting cases. Interestingly, as we show in this
study, C70 fullerene molecules have just the right amount of
complexity to exhibit perfect quantum interference in our experi-
ments13 at temperatures below 1,000K, and to gradually lose all
their quantum behaviour when the internal temperature is
increased up to 3,000 K. We can thus trace the quantum-to-classical
transition in a controlled and quantitative way. The complexity of
large molecules adds a novel quality with respect to previously
performed experiments with atoms5–7: the energy in molecules may
be equilibrated in many internal degrees of freedom during the free
flight, and a fraction of the vibrational energy will eventually be
reconverted into emitted photons. Therefore the internal dynamics
of the molecule is also relevant for the quantum behaviour of the
centre-of-mass state. In contrast to resonance fluorescence, which
was investigated with atoms5–7, thermal decoherence is omnipresent
in macroscopic systems and it cannot be switched off.
The basic set-up of our experiment14 is sketched in Fig. 1: a beam

of C70 molecules is generated by sublimation at about 900 K. The
molecules pass a heating stage where they cross a focused argon ion
laser beam up to 16 times. The fullerenes interact with the laser
approximately every 0.3mm. The laser heating increases the mol-
ecular temperature by 140K per absorbed photon.We calculate that
they reach up to 5,000 K for very short times, but the re-emission of
thermal photons is so efficient that even the hottest molecules are
cooled to below,3,000Kwhen they enter the interferometer 7.2 cm
behind the heating stage.
The interferometer consists of three identical free-standing gold

gratings with a period of d ¼ 991 nm. They are separated by the
equal distance of L ¼ 38 cm, which is the Talbot length LT ¼ d2/ldB

for a typical de Broglie wavelength of ldB ¼ 2.6 pm. The first
grating acts as a periodic array of narrow slit sources, the second
one as the diffracting element, and the third grating is used as a
scanning detection mask, which modulates the molecular density
pattern produced by the Talbot–Lau interference effect15,16. The
transmitted molecules are ionized by a blue laser beam (wavelength
488 nm, 6.6 mmwaist), and their intensity I is recorded as a function
of the lateral displacement of the third grating. The fringe visibility
V ¼ (Imax 2 Imin)/(Imax þ Imin) characterizes the interferogram
and thereby the coherence of the molecular evolution.
The essence of the experiment is to measure the variation of the

interference fringe visibility with heating laser power (Fig. 2). Two
observations can be made: first, the interference contrast decreases

Figure 1 Set-up for the observation of thermal decoherence in a Talbot–Lau molecule
interferometer. A fullerene beam passes from left to right, interacting with a heating stage,

a three-grating (G1–G3) matter-wave interferometer and an ionizing detection laser beam

in D2 (wavelength 488 nm, 1/e
2 intensity radius 6.6mm, 15W). The gold gratings have a

period of 991 nm and slit widths of nominally 475 ^ 20 nm. Decoherence of the fullerene

matter waves can be induced by heating the molecules with multiple laser beams

(514.5 nm, 40 mm waist radius, 0–10W) before they enter the interferometer. The

resulting molecular temperature can be assessed by detecting the heating-dependent

fraction of fullerene ions using the electron multiplier D1 over the heating stage.
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monotonically with increasing power, and vanishes at 10W. This is
the signature of decoherence due to the enhanced probability for the
emission of thermal photons that carry ‘which-path’ information.
Second, we notice that the count rate also varies considerably. This is
explained by the dependence of the ionization efficiency in the
detector D2 on the internal energy of the fullerenes. It proves that
much internal energy remains in the molecules during their flight
through the apparatus.
In order to confirm quantitatively the interpretations of both

observations, we model the evolution of the distribution of the
internal energies on their way through the apparatus. The tempera-
ture dependence of the spectral photon emission rate (equation (1)
below) then yields the loss of fringe visibility as predicted by
decoherence theory (equation (2) below).
The first photon absorption populates the electronic triplet state

T1 via the excited singlet S1. Given the known C70 triplet lifetimes
and non-radiative transition rates (see ref. 17 and references
therein), we can assume that all further excitation occurs in the
triplet system and that the absorbed excess energy is rapidly
transferred to the vibrational levels. It is known that fullerenes
may store more than 100 eV for a very short time17, and it was
observed that at high temperatures three different cooling mecha-
nisms start to compete—the thermal emission of photons, electrons
or C2 dimers18–22. These processes are themolecular analogues of the
bulk phenomena known as blackbody radiation, thermionic emis-
sion and evaporative cooling. Following the most recent experi-
mental data22, we may safely assume that fragmentation is the least
efficient mechanism. In contrast, thermally activated ionization is
an important mechanism, which we use both in our fullerene
detector23 and for molecule thermometry, as discussed below.
Nevertheless, we can safely neglect both delayed ionization and
fragmentation for the discussion of the fringe contrast, because
the recoil upon fragmentation and ionization is generally so large
that the affected molecules will miss the narrow detector. We have
also experimentally confirmed that neither Cþ

70 ions nor C68 nor
smaller fragments from the heating region are recorded by the
detector D2.
However, Cþ

70 ions—and potentially ionized fragments—can be
detected immediately above the heating stage by the electron
multiplier D1 (Fig. 1). To get an estimate of the molecular tem-
perature distribution, we record the number of ions as a function of

the heating power and of the fullerene velocity. By comparing the
data with a model calculation, we can extract the parameters that
govern the molecular heating of C70. Our model describes the
spatial and velocity-dependent distribution of the internal molecu-
lar energy by accounting for the stochastic absorption process, the
laser beam characteristics, and the rapid radiative cooling between
the beams as determined by equation (1) below. It reproduces the
detected number of ions in the heating stage for different laser
powers, different numbers of heating beams and all velocities with
the fit parameters for the triplet absorption cross-section,
j(T1) ¼ 2 £ 10217 cm2, and the effective Arrhenius constant for
ionization, A ion ¼ 5 £ 109 s21. The same calculation also describes
the heating-dependent increase in count rate at the detector D2

and thus yields independent information on the temperature
distribution in the molecular beam.

The mean temperature in the beam drops rapidly behind the
heating stage through the emission of thermal photons. The emis-
sion of a continuous photon spectrumhas already been observed for
fullerenes in other experiments18,24. The equation for the thermal
radiation density differs from the macroscopic Planck law for
several reasons. First, the thermal wavelengths are much larger
than the size of the fullerene, turning it into a coloured emitter.
The mean emission probability is proportional to the usual mode
density factor q 2/p2c 2 and the known frequency-dependent
absorption cross-section25 j abs(q), assuming that it does not
strongly depend on the internal temperature. Second, the particle
is not in thermal equilibriumwith the radiation field. It emits into a
cold environment and stimulated emission does not occur. For this
reason, the statistical factor 1=½expð!hq=kBTÞ2 1Þ& of the Planck
formula now would read expð2!hq=kBTÞ: Third, the 204 vibrational
modes of C70 do not constitute an infinite heat bath but have a finite
heat capacity CV. Therefore the emission does not take place at a
fixed temperature, although the internal energy is nonetheless
conveniently characterized by the micro-canonical temperature
Tm. This leads to a further correction in the spectral photon
emission rate26, which is now fully described by
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Figure 2 Molecule interferograms for C70 at 190m s21 for increasing laser heating

powers, P. The fringe visibility V decreases with increasing heating power P owing to the

rising emission probability of visible photons: P ¼ 0W (V ¼ 47%), P ¼ 3W (V ¼ 29%),

P ¼ 6W (V ¼ 7%), P ¼ 10.5W (V ¼ 0%). In contrast to that, the absolute count rate

grows initially with increasing P. This is due to the fact that the thermal ionization

probability in detector D2 increases with the temperature of the arriving molecules. At

even higher heating intensities the count rate falls again because of ionization and

fragmentation in the heating stage.

Figure 3 Spectral photon emission rate R l of C70 molecules, as used for the calculation

of thermal decoherence. We use the published25 absorption cross-section for (S0 ! S1)

and a heat capacity of C V ¼ 202 k B. The fall-off to short wavelengths is determined by

the limited internal energy of the molecules, while the decrease at long wavelengths is due

to the lack of accessible radiative transitions at energies below,1.5 eV. The figure shows

that in the absence of cooling a single molecule at 2,500 K travelling at 190m s21 (that is,

with a transit time of 4 ms through the interferometer) would emit an integrated number of

three visible photons. This is sufficient to determine the path of the molecule if the

emission occurs close to the second grating.
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Emergent quantum technologies have led to increasing interest
in decoherence—the processes that limit the appearance of
quantum effects and turn them into classical phenomena. One
important cause of decoherence is the interaction of a quantum
system with its environment, which ‘entangles’ the two and
distributes the quantum coherence over so many degrees of
freedom as to render it unobservable. Decoherence theory1–4

has been complemented by experiments using matter waves
coupled to external photons5–7 or molecules8, and by investi-
gations using coherent photon states9, trapped ions10 and
electron interferometers11,12. Large molecules are particularly
suitable for the investigation of the quantum–classical transition
because they can store much energy in numerous internal
degrees of freedom; the internal energy can be converted into
thermal radiation and thus induce decoherence. Here we report
matter wave interferometer experiments in which C70 molecules
lose their quantum behaviour by thermal emission of radiation.
We find good quantitative agreement between our experimental
observations and microscopic decoherence theory. Decoherence
by emission of thermal radiation is a general mechanism that
should be relevant to all macroscopic bodies.

In this Letter we investigate the decoherence of molecular matter
waves. We change the internal temperature of the molecules in a
controlled way before they enter a near-field interferometer, and
observe the corresponding reduction of the interference contrast.
The idea behind this effort is to demonstrate a most fundamental
decoherence mechanism that we encounter in the macroscopic
world: all large objects, but also molecules of sufficient complexity,
are able to store energy and to interact with their environment via
thermal emission of photons. It is generally believed that warm
macroscopic bodies emit far too many photons to allow the
observation of de Broglie interferences, whereas individual atoms

or molecules can be sufficiently well isolated to exhibit their
quantum nature. However, there must be a transition region
between these two limiting cases. Interestingly, as we show in this
study, C70 fullerene molecules have just the right amount of
complexity to exhibit perfect quantum interference in our experi-
ments13 at temperatures below 1,000K, and to gradually lose all
their quantum behaviour when the internal temperature is
increased up to 3,000 K. We can thus trace the quantum-to-classical
transition in a controlled and quantitative way. The complexity of
large molecules adds a novel quality with respect to previously
performed experiments with atoms5–7: the energy in molecules may
be equilibrated in many internal degrees of freedom during the free
flight, and a fraction of the vibrational energy will eventually be
reconverted into emitted photons. Therefore the internal dynamics
of the molecule is also relevant for the quantum behaviour of the
centre-of-mass state. In contrast to resonance fluorescence, which
was investigated with atoms5–7, thermal decoherence is omnipresent
in macroscopic systems and it cannot be switched off.
The basic set-up of our experiment14 is sketched in Fig. 1: a beam

of C70 molecules is generated by sublimation at about 900 K. The
molecules pass a heating stage where they cross a focused argon ion
laser beam up to 16 times. The fullerenes interact with the laser
approximately every 0.3mm. The laser heating increases the mol-
ecular temperature by 140K per absorbed photon.We calculate that
they reach up to 5,000 K for very short times, but the re-emission of
thermal photons is so efficient that even the hottest molecules are
cooled to below,3,000Kwhen they enter the interferometer 7.2 cm
behind the heating stage.
The interferometer consists of three identical free-standing gold

gratings with a period of d ¼ 991 nm. They are separated by the
equal distance of L ¼ 38 cm, which is the Talbot length LT ¼ d2/ldB

for a typical de Broglie wavelength of ldB ¼ 2.6 pm. The first
grating acts as a periodic array of narrow slit sources, the second
one as the diffracting element, and the third grating is used as a
scanning detection mask, which modulates the molecular density
pattern produced by the Talbot–Lau interference effect15,16. The
transmitted molecules are ionized by a blue laser beam (wavelength
488 nm, 6.6 mmwaist), and their intensity I is recorded as a function
of the lateral displacement of the third grating. The fringe visibility
V ¼ (Imax 2 Imin)/(Imax þ Imin) characterizes the interferogram
and thereby the coherence of the molecular evolution.
The essence of the experiment is to measure the variation of the

interference fringe visibility with heating laser power (Fig. 2). Two
observations can be made: first, the interference contrast decreases

Figure 1 Set-up for the observation of thermal decoherence in a Talbot–Lau molecule
interferometer. A fullerene beam passes from left to right, interacting with a heating stage,

a three-grating (G1–G3) matter-wave interferometer and an ionizing detection laser beam

in D2 (wavelength 488 nm, 1/e
2 intensity radius 6.6mm, 15W). The gold gratings have a

period of 991 nm and slit widths of nominally 475 ^ 20 nm. Decoherence of the fullerene

matter waves can be induced by heating the molecules with multiple laser beams

(514.5 nm, 40 mm waist radius, 0–10W) before they enter the interferometer. The

resulting molecular temperature can be assessed by detecting the heating-dependent

fraction of fullerene ions using the electron multiplier D1 over the heating stage.
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monotonically with increasing power, and vanishes at 10W. This is
the signature of decoherence due to the enhanced probability for the
emission of thermal photons that carry ‘which-path’ information.
Second, we notice that the count rate also varies considerably. This is
explained by the dependence of the ionization efficiency in the
detector D2 on the internal energy of the fullerenes. It proves that
much internal energy remains in the molecules during their flight
through the apparatus.
In order to confirm quantitatively the interpretations of both

observations, we model the evolution of the distribution of the
internal energies on their way through the apparatus. The tempera-
ture dependence of the spectral photon emission rate (equation (1)
below) then yields the loss of fringe visibility as predicted by
decoherence theory (equation (2) below).
The first photon absorption populates the electronic triplet state

T1 via the excited singlet S1. Given the known C70 triplet lifetimes
and non-radiative transition rates (see ref. 17 and references
therein), we can assume that all further excitation occurs in the
triplet system and that the absorbed excess energy is rapidly
transferred to the vibrational levels. It is known that fullerenes
may store more than 100 eV for a very short time17, and it was
observed that at high temperatures three different cooling mecha-
nisms start to compete—the thermal emission of photons, electrons
or C2 dimers18–22. These processes are themolecular analogues of the
bulk phenomena known as blackbody radiation, thermionic emis-
sion and evaporative cooling. Following the most recent experi-
mental data22, we may safely assume that fragmentation is the least
efficient mechanism. In contrast, thermally activated ionization is
an important mechanism, which we use both in our fullerene
detector23 and for molecule thermometry, as discussed below.
Nevertheless, we can safely neglect both delayed ionization and
fragmentation for the discussion of the fringe contrast, because
the recoil upon fragmentation and ionization is generally so large
that the affected molecules will miss the narrow detector. We have
also experimentally confirmed that neither Cþ

70 ions nor C68 nor
smaller fragments from the heating region are recorded by the
detector D2.
However, Cþ

70 ions—and potentially ionized fragments—can be
detected immediately above the heating stage by the electron
multiplier D1 (Fig. 1). To get an estimate of the molecular tem-
perature distribution, we record the number of ions as a function of

the heating power and of the fullerene velocity. By comparing the
data with a model calculation, we can extract the parameters that
govern the molecular heating of C70. Our model describes the
spatial and velocity-dependent distribution of the internal molecu-
lar energy by accounting for the stochastic absorption process, the
laser beam characteristics, and the rapid radiative cooling between
the beams as determined by equation (1) below. It reproduces the
detected number of ions in the heating stage for different laser
powers, different numbers of heating beams and all velocities with
the fit parameters for the triplet absorption cross-section,
j(T1) ¼ 2 £ 10217 cm2, and the effective Arrhenius constant for
ionization, A ion ¼ 5 £ 109 s21. The same calculation also describes
the heating-dependent increase in count rate at the detector D2

and thus yields independent information on the temperature
distribution in the molecular beam.

The mean temperature in the beam drops rapidly behind the
heating stage through the emission of thermal photons. The emis-
sion of a continuous photon spectrumhas already been observed for
fullerenes in other experiments18,24. The equation for the thermal
radiation density differs from the macroscopic Planck law for
several reasons. First, the thermal wavelengths are much larger
than the size of the fullerene, turning it into a coloured emitter.
The mean emission probability is proportional to the usual mode
density factor q 2/p2c 2 and the known frequency-dependent
absorption cross-section25 j abs(q), assuming that it does not
strongly depend on the internal temperature. Second, the particle
is not in thermal equilibriumwith the radiation field. It emits into a
cold environment and stimulated emission does not occur. For this
reason, the statistical factor 1=½expð!hq=kBTÞ2 1Þ& of the Planck
formula now would read expð2!hq=kBTÞ: Third, the 204 vibrational
modes of C70 do not constitute an infinite heat bath but have a finite
heat capacity CV. Therefore the emission does not take place at a
fixed temperature, although the internal energy is nonetheless
conveniently characterized by the micro-canonical temperature
Tm. This leads to a further correction in the spectral photon
emission rate26, which is now fully described by

Rqðq;TmÞ ¼
q2
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Figure 2 Molecule interferograms for C70 at 190m s21 for increasing laser heating

powers, P. The fringe visibility V decreases with increasing heating power P owing to the

rising emission probability of visible photons: P ¼ 0W (V ¼ 47%), P ¼ 3W (V ¼ 29%),

P ¼ 6W (V ¼ 7%), P ¼ 10.5W (V ¼ 0%). In contrast to that, the absolute count rate

grows initially with increasing P. This is due to the fact that the thermal ionization

probability in detector D2 increases with the temperature of the arriving molecules. At

even higher heating intensities the count rate falls again because of ionization and

fragmentation in the heating stage.

Figure 3 Spectral photon emission rate R l of C70 molecules, as used for the calculation

of thermal decoherence. We use the published25 absorption cross-section for (S0 ! S1)

and a heat capacity of C V ¼ 202 k B. The fall-off to short wavelengths is determined by

the limited internal energy of the molecules, while the decrease at long wavelengths is due

to the lack of accessible radiative transitions at energies below,1.5 eV. The figure shows

that in the absence of cooling a single molecule at 2,500 K travelling at 190m s21 (that is,

with a transit time of 4 ms through the interferometer) would emit an integrated number of

three visible photons. This is sufficient to determine the path of the molecule if the

emission occurs close to the second grating.
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Emergent quantum technologies have led to increasing interest
in decoherence—the processes that limit the appearance of
quantum effects and turn them into classical phenomena. One
important cause of decoherence is the interaction of a quantum
system with its environment, which ‘entangles’ the two and
distributes the quantum coherence over so many degrees of
freedom as to render it unobservable. Decoherence theory1–4

has been complemented by experiments using matter waves
coupled to external photons5–7 or molecules8, and by investi-
gations using coherent photon states9, trapped ions10 and
electron interferometers11,12. Large molecules are particularly
suitable for the investigation of the quantum–classical transition
because they can store much energy in numerous internal
degrees of freedom; the internal energy can be converted into
thermal radiation and thus induce decoherence. Here we report
matter wave interferometer experiments in which C70 molecules
lose their quantum behaviour by thermal emission of radiation.
We find good quantitative agreement between our experimental
observations and microscopic decoherence theory. Decoherence
by emission of thermal radiation is a general mechanism that
should be relevant to all macroscopic bodies.

In this Letter we investigate the decoherence of molecular matter
waves. We change the internal temperature of the molecules in a
controlled way before they enter a near-field interferometer, and
observe the corresponding reduction of the interference contrast.
The idea behind this effort is to demonstrate a most fundamental
decoherence mechanism that we encounter in the macroscopic
world: all large objects, but also molecules of sufficient complexity,
are able to store energy and to interact with their environment via
thermal emission of photons. It is generally believed that warm
macroscopic bodies emit far too many photons to allow the
observation of de Broglie interferences, whereas individual atoms

or molecules can be sufficiently well isolated to exhibit their
quantum nature. However, there must be a transition region
between these two limiting cases. Interestingly, as we show in this
study, C70 fullerene molecules have just the right amount of
complexity to exhibit perfect quantum interference in our experi-
ments13 at temperatures below 1,000K, and to gradually lose all
their quantum behaviour when the internal temperature is
increased up to 3,000 K. We can thus trace the quantum-to-classical
transition in a controlled and quantitative way. The complexity of
large molecules adds a novel quality with respect to previously
performed experiments with atoms5–7: the energy in molecules may
be equilibrated in many internal degrees of freedom during the free
flight, and a fraction of the vibrational energy will eventually be
reconverted into emitted photons. Therefore the internal dynamics
of the molecule is also relevant for the quantum behaviour of the
centre-of-mass state. In contrast to resonance fluorescence, which
was investigated with atoms5–7, thermal decoherence is omnipresent
in macroscopic systems and it cannot be switched off.
The basic set-up of our experiment14 is sketched in Fig. 1: a beam

of C70 molecules is generated by sublimation at about 900 K. The
molecules pass a heating stage where they cross a focused argon ion
laser beam up to 16 times. The fullerenes interact with the laser
approximately every 0.3mm. The laser heating increases the mol-
ecular temperature by 140K per absorbed photon.We calculate that
they reach up to 5,000 K for very short times, but the re-emission of
thermal photons is so efficient that even the hottest molecules are
cooled to below,3,000Kwhen they enter the interferometer 7.2 cm
behind the heating stage.
The interferometer consists of three identical free-standing gold

gratings with a period of d ¼ 991 nm. They are separated by the
equal distance of L ¼ 38 cm, which is the Talbot length LT ¼ d2/ldB

for a typical de Broglie wavelength of ldB ¼ 2.6 pm. The first
grating acts as a periodic array of narrow slit sources, the second
one as the diffracting element, and the third grating is used as a
scanning detection mask, which modulates the molecular density
pattern produced by the Talbot–Lau interference effect15,16. The
transmitted molecules are ionized by a blue laser beam (wavelength
488 nm, 6.6 mmwaist), and their intensity I is recorded as a function
of the lateral displacement of the third grating. The fringe visibility
V ¼ (Imax 2 Imin)/(Imax þ Imin) characterizes the interferogram
and thereby the coherence of the molecular evolution.
The essence of the experiment is to measure the variation of the

interference fringe visibility with heating laser power (Fig. 2). Two
observations can be made: first, the interference contrast decreases

Figure 1 Set-up for the observation of thermal decoherence in a Talbot–Lau molecule
interferometer. A fullerene beam passes from left to right, interacting with a heating stage,

a three-grating (G1–G3) matter-wave interferometer and an ionizing detection laser beam

in D2 (wavelength 488 nm, 1/e
2 intensity radius 6.6mm, 15W). The gold gratings have a

period of 991 nm and slit widths of nominally 475 ^ 20 nm. Decoherence of the fullerene

matter waves can be induced by heating the molecules with multiple laser beams

(514.5 nm, 40 mm waist radius, 0–10W) before they enter the interferometer. The

resulting molecular temperature can be assessed by detecting the heating-dependent

fraction of fullerene ions using the electron multiplier D1 over the heating stage.
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monotonically with increasing power, and vanishes at 10W. This is
the signature of decoherence due to the enhanced probability for the
emission of thermal photons that carry ‘which-path’ information.
Second, we notice that the count rate also varies considerably. This is
explained by the dependence of the ionization efficiency in the
detector D2 on the internal energy of the fullerenes. It proves that
much internal energy remains in the molecules during their flight
through the apparatus.
In order to confirm quantitatively the interpretations of both

observations, we model the evolution of the distribution of the
internal energies on their way through the apparatus. The tempera-
ture dependence of the spectral photon emission rate (equation (1)
below) then yields the loss of fringe visibility as predicted by
decoherence theory (equation (2) below).
The first photon absorption populates the electronic triplet state

T1 via the excited singlet S1. Given the known C70 triplet lifetimes
and non-radiative transition rates (see ref. 17 and references
therein), we can assume that all further excitation occurs in the
triplet system and that the absorbed excess energy is rapidly
transferred to the vibrational levels. It is known that fullerenes
may store more than 100 eV for a very short time17, and it was
observed that at high temperatures three different cooling mecha-
nisms start to compete—the thermal emission of photons, electrons
or C2 dimers18–22. These processes are themolecular analogues of the
bulk phenomena known as blackbody radiation, thermionic emis-
sion and evaporative cooling. Following the most recent experi-
mental data22, we may safely assume that fragmentation is the least
efficient mechanism. In contrast, thermally activated ionization is
an important mechanism, which we use both in our fullerene
detector23 and for molecule thermometry, as discussed below.
Nevertheless, we can safely neglect both delayed ionization and
fragmentation for the discussion of the fringe contrast, because
the recoil upon fragmentation and ionization is generally so large
that the affected molecules will miss the narrow detector. We have
also experimentally confirmed that neither Cþ

70 ions nor C68 nor
smaller fragments from the heating region are recorded by the
detector D2.
However, Cþ

70 ions—and potentially ionized fragments—can be
detected immediately above the heating stage by the electron
multiplier D1 (Fig. 1). To get an estimate of the molecular tem-
perature distribution, we record the number of ions as a function of

the heating power and of the fullerene velocity. By comparing the
data with a model calculation, we can extract the parameters that
govern the molecular heating of C70. Our model describes the
spatial and velocity-dependent distribution of the internal molecu-
lar energy by accounting for the stochastic absorption process, the
laser beam characteristics, and the rapid radiative cooling between
the beams as determined by equation (1) below. It reproduces the
detected number of ions in the heating stage for different laser
powers, different numbers of heating beams and all velocities with
the fit parameters for the triplet absorption cross-section,
j(T1) ¼ 2 £ 10217 cm2, and the effective Arrhenius constant for
ionization, A ion ¼ 5 £ 109 s21. The same calculation also describes
the heating-dependent increase in count rate at the detector D2

and thus yields independent information on the temperature
distribution in the molecular beam.

The mean temperature in the beam drops rapidly behind the
heating stage through the emission of thermal photons. The emis-
sion of a continuous photon spectrumhas already been observed for
fullerenes in other experiments18,24. The equation for the thermal
radiation density differs from the macroscopic Planck law for
several reasons. First, the thermal wavelengths are much larger
than the size of the fullerene, turning it into a coloured emitter.
The mean emission probability is proportional to the usual mode
density factor q 2/p2c 2 and the known frequency-dependent
absorption cross-section25 j abs(q), assuming that it does not
strongly depend on the internal temperature. Second, the particle
is not in thermal equilibriumwith the radiation field. It emits into a
cold environment and stimulated emission does not occur. For this
reason, the statistical factor 1=½expð!hq=kBTÞ2 1Þ& of the Planck
formula now would read expð2!hq=kBTÞ: Third, the 204 vibrational
modes of C70 do not constitute an infinite heat bath but have a finite
heat capacity CV. Therefore the emission does not take place at a
fixed temperature, although the internal energy is nonetheless
conveniently characterized by the micro-canonical temperature
Tm. This leads to a further correction in the spectral photon
emission rate26, which is now fully described by

Rqðq;TmÞ ¼
q2
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Figure 2 Molecule interferograms for C70 at 190m s21 for increasing laser heating

powers, P. The fringe visibility V decreases with increasing heating power P owing to the

rising emission probability of visible photons: P ¼ 0W (V ¼ 47%), P ¼ 3W (V ¼ 29%),

P ¼ 6W (V ¼ 7%), P ¼ 10.5W (V ¼ 0%). In contrast to that, the absolute count rate

grows initially with increasing P. This is due to the fact that the thermal ionization

probability in detector D2 increases with the temperature of the arriving molecules. At

even higher heating intensities the count rate falls again because of ionization and

fragmentation in the heating stage.

Figure 3 Spectral photon emission rate R l of C70 molecules, as used for the calculation

of thermal decoherence. We use the published25 absorption cross-section for (S0 ! S1)

and a heat capacity of C V ¼ 202 k B. The fall-off to short wavelengths is determined by

the limited internal energy of the molecules, while the decrease at long wavelengths is due

to the lack of accessible radiative transitions at energies below,1.5 eV. The figure shows

that in the absence of cooling a single molecule at 2,500 K travelling at 190m s21 (that is,

with a transit time of 4 ms through the interferometer) would emit an integrated number of

three visible photons. This is sufficient to determine the path of the molecule if the

emission occurs close to the second grating.
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Exploring the thermodynamics of a universal Fermi gas
S. Nascimbène1, N. Navon1, K. J. Jiang1, F. Chevy1 & C. Salomon1

One of the greatest challenges in modern physics is to understand
the behaviour of an ensemble of strongly interacting particles. A
class of quantummany-body systems (such as neutron star matter
and cold Fermi gases) share the same universal thermodynamic
properties when interactions reach the maximum effective value
allowed by quantummechanics, the so-called unitary limit1,2. This
makes it possible in principle to simulate some astrophysical
phenomena inside the highly controlled environment of an atomic
physics laboratory. Previous work on the thermodynamics of
a two-component Fermi gas led to thermodynamic quantities
averaged over the trap3–5, making comparisons with many-body
theories developed for uniform gases difficult. Here we develop a
general experimental method that yields the equation of state of a
uniform gas, as well as enabling a detailed comparison with exist-
ing theories6–15. The precision of our equation of state leads to new
physical insights into the unitary gas. For the unpolarized gas, we
show that the low-temperature thermodynamics of the strongly
interacting normal phase is well described by Fermi liquid theory,
and we localize the superfluid transition. For a spin-polarized
system16–18, our equation of state at zero temperature has a 2 per
cent accuracy and extends work19,20 on the phase diagram to a new
regime of precision. We show in particular that, despite strong
interactions, the normal phase behaves as a mixture of two ideal
gases: a Fermi gas of baremajority atoms and a non-interacting gas
of dressed quasi-particles, the fermionic polarons10,18,20–22.

In this Letter we study the thermodynamics of a mixture of the two
lowest spin states (i5 1, 2) of 6Li preparedat amagnetic fieldB5 834G
(see Methods), where the dimensionless number 1/kFa characterizing
the s-wave interaction is equal to zero, the unitary limit. (HerekF is the
Fermi momentum and a the scattering length.) Understanding the
universal thermodynamics at unitarity is a challenge for many-body
theories because of the strong interactions between particles. Despite
this complexity at the microscopic scale, all themacroscopic properties
of an homogeneous system are encapsulatedwithin a single equation of
state (EOS), P(m1, m2, T), that relates the pressure P of the gas to the
chemical potentials mi of the species i and to the temperature T. In the
unitary limit, this relationship can be expressed as1:

P m1, m2, Tð Þ~P1 m1, Tð Þh g~
m2
m1

, f~exp
{m1
kBT

! "! "
ð1Þ

whereP1 m1, Tð Þ~{kBTl
{3
dB Tð Þf5=2 {f{1

# $
is thepressure of a single

component non-interacting Fermi gas. Here kB is the Boltzmann con-

stant, ldB(T) is the de Broglie wavelength and f5=2 zð Þ~
P?

n~1z
n
%
n5=2:

h(g,f) is a universal function which contains all the thermodynamic
information of the unitary gas (Fig. 1). In cold atomic systems, the
inhomogeneity due to the trapping potential makes the measurement
of h(g, f) challenging. However, this inhomogeneity of the trap can be
turned into an advantage, as shown in refs 20 and 23.

We directly probe the local pressure of the trapped gas using in situ
images, following a recent proposal23. In the local density approxi-
mation, the gas is locally homogeneous with local chemical potentials:

mi rð Þ~m0i{V rð Þ ð2Þ

here m0i is the chemical potential at the bottom of the trap for species i
and V(r) is the trapping potential. Then a simple formula relates the
pressure P to the doubly-integrated density profiles23:

P m1z , m2z , Tð Þ~mv2
r

2p
!nn1 zð Þz!nn2 zð Þð Þ ð3Þ

where !nni zð Þ~
Ð
ni x, y, zð Þdxdy, ni being the atomic density. vr and

vz are respectively the transverse and axial angular frequency of a
cylindrically symmetric trap (see Fig. 2), m is the 6Li mass, and
miz5mi(0, 0, z) is the local chemical potential along the z axis. From
a single image, we thus measure the EOS, equation (1), along the
parametric line (g, f)5 (m2z/m1z, exp(2m1z/kBT)); see below.

The interest of this method is straightforward. First, one directly
measures the EOSof the uniform gas. Second, each pixel row zi gives a
point h(g(zi), f(zi)) whose signal to noise ratio is essentially given by
that of !nn1 zð Þz!nn2 zð Þ; typically one experimental run leads to ,100
points with a signal to noise ratio between 3 and 10. With about 40
images one gets,4,000 points h(g, f), which after averaging provides
a low-noise EOS of standard deviation s5 2%. In the following we
illustrate the efficiency of ourmethod on two important sectors of the
parameter space (g, f) in Fig. 1: the balanced gas at finite temperature
(1, f) and the zero-temperature imbalanced gas (g, 0).

We first measure the EOS of the unpolarized unitary gas at finite
temperature, P(m1, m2, T)5P(m, T). The measurement of h(1, f)
through the local pressure, equation (3), can be done provided one
knows the temperatureTof the cloudand its central chemical potential
m0.

1Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, CNRS, UPMC, École Normale Supérieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris, France.
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Figure 1 | Schematic representation of the universal function h(g, f). It
fully describes the thermodynamics of the unitary gas as a function of
chemical potential imbalance g5m2/m1 and of the inverse of the fugacity
f5 exp(2m1/kBT). In this paper we measure the function h over the black
lines (1, f) and (g, 0), which correspond to the balanced unitary gas at finite
temperature and to the spin-imbalanced gas at zero temperature,
respectively.
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Les#tourbillons#quanCques#
#analogues#à#ceux#des##
milieux#supraconducteurs#

Gaz)quan<que)en)rota<on)

Simuler)des)équa<ons)de)la)physique):)l’exemple)de)l’équa<on)de)Dirac)

Autres)exemples)de)simulateur)quan<que)

Mouvement#ZiZerbewegung#simulée#avec#des#ions#piégés#:#Nature#463,#68#(2010)#
Paradoxe#de#Klein,#même#groupe#Physical#Review#LeZers,#106,#060503#(2011)#
EquaCon#de#Dirac#modifiée#(fermions#de#Majorana)#…#

Equa<on)de)Dirac)(1928)#=#unifie#la#mécanique#quanCque#et#la#relaCvité#restreinte#(parCcule#de#
spin#demidenCer)#
CeZe#équaCon#a#prédit#l’existence#d’anCdparCcle.#ObservaCon#en#1932#du#positron#
#

Ma<ère)condensée):)Transi<on)BECJBCS)



Température et émission de lumière  
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La matière massive à  
température finie émet 
 de la lumière 

Soleil : spectre continu 

Seule la mécanique quantique permet de comprendre quantitativement 
cette émission (Planck 1900). 

Emergence)de)la)mécanique)quan<que))
à)l’échelle)macroscopique):)un)exemple)de)la)vie)courante)


